IBC Area 5 Class List
2021

Division 1: Regular Classes
Variety A: Halfmoon Singletail and Doubletail
   Males (Both Purchased and Self-bred)
   A1. Solid Color Singletail Halfmoon Male
   A2. Non-solid Color Singletail Halfmoon Male
   A3. Doubletail Halfmoon Male

Variety B: Purchased Plakat Males
   B1. Red or Black Solid Color Show Plakat Male
   B2. Dark Iridescent or Metallic Solid Color Show Plakat Male
   B3. Light Solid Color Show Plakat Male
   B4. Bicolor or Banded Show Plakat Male
   B5. Multicolor Show Plakat Male
   B6. Marble or Grizzle Show Plakat Male
   B7. Traditional Plakat Male

Variety C: Self-Bred Plakat Males
   C1. Non-iridescent Solid Color Show Plakat Male
   C2. Iridescent or Metallic Show Plakat Male
   C3. Bicolor or Banded Show Plakat Male
   C4. Multicolor Show Plakat Male
   C5. Marble or Grizzle Show Plakat Male

Variety D: All other Forms Males
   (Both Purchased and Self-bred)
   D1. Crowntail Male (longfin or shortfin)
   D2. Extended Pectoral, Veiltail, or Doubletail Plakat Male
   D3. Giant Male

Division 2: Special Classes
(Both Purchased and Self-bred)
(Winners to go to appropriate BOV category)
E1. Form and Finnage Male
E2. Form and Finnage Female
E3. Color or Form Variation Male
E4. Pairs

Division 3: Females (Both Purchased and Self-bred)
(Extended Pectoral Females to be judged in the appropriate tail form class)
F1. Singletail Halfmoon Female
F2. Doubletail, Crowntail, or Veiltail Female
F3. Solid Color Plakat Female (regular or Giant size) (purchased fish only)
F4. Non-solid Color Plakat Female (regular or Giant size) (purchased fish only)
F5. Solid Color Plakat Female (regular or Giant size) (self-bred fish only)
F6. Non-solid Color Plakat Female (regular or Giant size) (self-bred fish only)

Division 4: Optional Classes
(Winners cannot compete for Best of Variety or Best of Show awards)
J1. Junior Shortfin Males (self-bred fish only)
J2. Junior Longfin Males (self-bred fish only)
J3. Junior Females (any form) (self-bred fish only)

Note: If not specified, classes are to be judged with all colors/patterns
Note: Pairs and Form and Finnage classes allow “all” forms. They should be judged for the form standards for the fish of that form so entered.
Note: Fish entered in Form & Finnage classes may be moved to their appropriate color classes at judges’ discretion, judges may also move any fish from a regular class into Form & Finnage classes at their discretion.
Note: Males: DQ under 1 inch [2.5cm]. Severe fault 1"-1.5" [2.6-3.80cm]
      Females: DQ under 0.75" [2.0cm]. Severe fault 0.75"-1.25" [2.1-3.2cm].
Note: Form or Color Variations Class is for New Color or Form Developments. A descriptive name MUST be noted on the tank.
31 Total Classes
Awards and/or Certificates:
1st, 2nd, 3rd places, all classes
Reserve Best of Variety, Division 1 Variety Classes; Best of Variety, Division 1 Variety Classes
Reserve Best of Show, Regular/Female; Best of Show, Regular/Female
Best of Show and Reserve Best of Show awards are one each for male and female.
This class list is final, there will be no changes made during the show.

GloFish® fluorescent ornamental bettas must be shown only in Purchased classes Divisions 2, 3, or 4 and must be labelled so a judge knows to use proper lighting. They cannot compete for BOV/RBOV or BOS/RBOS. Refer to legal agreement with Spectrum and 5D for more information regarding labelling and selling them at an IBC show.